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Looking out to sea from my home in Prestwick on the 

West Coast of Scotland, the small island of Arran takes up 

the horizon. It's about an hour on a ferry across just 13 

miles of sea to reach her but her raw beauty, hidden bays 

and high mountains make it well worth the journey. 

After a couple of bacon rolls and a coffee among the workers heading over to 

start their shift, I climbed onto the deck to remove my facemask and get some 

air. Looking over the bow of the ferry I could see Arran veiled in clouds of 

morning mist. Before I'd taken my first step, I knew today's walk was going to 

be beautiful. 
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The Isle of Arran off Scotland's West Coast (Walking route highlighted in red)  

The plan was straight forward enough. Exit the boat head to the main road and turn right and 

then hug the shoreline for about five miles round the headland until the route picked up a 

road again which would lead into Lamlash Bay. After some lunch, head inland from Lamlash 

Bay up into the woods and over some high ground this end of the island before dropping back 

down into Brodick in the afternoon. 

https://amongthewhitehorses.files.wordpress.com/2020/10/image-6.png
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Morning Route hugging the shore between Brodick and Lamlash 

https://amongthewhitehorses.files.wordpress.com/2020/10/image-3.png
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Direct route back to Brodick from Lamlash  

The route climbed above Brodick for about the first mile and a half along minor roads and 

farm tracks. It was peaceful and pretty for sure but the true beauty and main challenge of the 

day were yet to reveal themselves. I was plodding this part of the route somewhat wearily as 

I'd marched off the boat as though I was invading the place and strode up the main road 

straight past the first junction I was meant to turn left at. Panting at a bus stop and junction I 

should never have been at, I checked my map, realized my mistake and headed back down to 

make the first turn of the day. 

At last I followed a farm track down onto the shore and sat down for a rest beside an old 

cottage. Taking in the fresh sea air and looking right along the shore to the headland, I was 

soon lost in the moment and at peace with the world. 

https://amongthewhitehorses.files.wordpress.com/2020/10/image-4.png
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Looking along the coast to the headland in front of Lamlash Bay  

I'd been hoping for a clear path, maybe even a small road along the shoreline at this part of 

the walk. I was sorely disappointed and the challenge of the day began. There was a barely 

discernible rabbit track meandering through the swampy grass at the top of the beach. The 

pace slowed to a crawl as I trudged through this horrible terrain for just over a mile. Picking 

my way over stepping stones and losing trekking poles and boots in muddy pools. It was only 

a mile but it drained the strength from my legs and wasn't doing much for my morale. On the 

plus, each time I stopped for a quick breather, the beauty all around me was amazing. 

There was a large rock on the limit of my vision and I decided that this was surely the 

headland, a place known as Clauchlands Point where I would pick up the road into Lamlash. 

When I finally arrived at that rock my heart sank. It was just a rock on the beach. I could now 

see Clauchlands point about another half a mile along the shore traversing the foot of some 

cliffs. As I followed, the path rose up from the shore adding a drop to my right to my worries. 

At last I rounded the headland and dropped onto the road to Lamlash. In addition to the town, 

I had a fantastic view of the Holy Island, a tiny island just off the shore of Lamlash Bay 

which rises steeply out of the sea for several hundred feet. 

https://amongthewhitehorses.files.wordpress.com/2020/10/20200917_090730-1.jpg
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Lamlash from Clauchlands Point 

https://amongthewhitehorses.files.wordpress.com/2020/10/20200917_103853.jpg
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Clauchlands Point looking out to the Holy Island  

There is a regular ferry service which normally runs between Lamlash and the Holy Island 

however it looked to be closed due to the Covid Pandemic. Certainly it looks well worth the 

boat trip for a climb around the island when things return to normal. They had even organized 

a swim across the 2 miles of sea from the Holy Island to Arran in 2019. If you like open 

water swimming, that would have to be on your list.  

After a long and blissful seat at Clauchlands Point, I headed into the tiny and beautiful town 

of Lamlash. So many of the locals seemed to be out walking along the seafront and, with 

such a beautiful place on your doorstep, who could blame them? I had been worried about 

how the locals would take to a stranger walking into town during a pandemic. It was legal to 

travel at that time but I could have well understood if people had still been wary. In fact, there 

was a smile and a greeting from every one of them and I was made to feel welcome. 

I ate lunch at the small pier across the sea from the Holy Island and then made my way back 

into town and the road which would take me inland back to Brodick. This is the main, 

signposted route between the two bays and is a series of hill tracks spanning about 4 miles. 

Crossing the end of the island inland, there's a bit of a climb, about 500ft to reach the highest 

point. The terrain is all very easy underfoot as it's all well constructed path and the going is 

slightly more monotonies than hugging the shoreline. That said, with ancient standing stones 

where long past tribesmen used to meet and an amazing view of the mountains of Arran, 

there's still more than enough to see on the way back to Brodick. Soon, the full beauty of 

Brodick Bay spreads out below you as you make the final descent towards the shore. 

https://amongthewhitehorses.files.wordpress.com/2020/10/20200917_105136.jpg
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The mountains of Arran including her highest, Goat Fell (874m) 

https://amongthewhitehorses.files.wordpress.com/2020/10/20200917_130352.jpg
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Looking out from Brodick  

There's a promenade running the length of Brodick along the seafront and I sat on one of the 

many benches to have a drink and reflect on the day. To my right I could see the Ferry 

Terminal and, in the distance, the ferry making it's way across from the mainland. It was as 

though the ferry knew where I was and seemed to take time enough for me to finish my drink 

and walk slowly along the promenade to catch it. On a beautiful island like this on a sunny 

day, the world just seems to take it's time. 

https://amongthewhitehorses.files.wordpress.com/2020/10/20200917_142301.jpg
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Crossing from Mainland Scotland to Arran in the sunrise 

  

https://amongthewhitehorses.files.wordpress.com/2020/10/20200917_072113.jpg
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As we come into winter, conditions in the hills can become 

slippery to say the least. Here I discuss my experiences 

with the various springs and spikes designed to keep you 

walking on the mountains rather than sliding off them. 

I was actually on skis when I had my first scary experience with ice on the mountains. We 

were standing in pairs on the T-Bar being slowly pulled up one of the lower slops on the 

Zugspitz Glacier high on Germany's highest mountain. With a drop in temperature and 

constant ski's dragging up it all day, the conditions underfoot on the T-Bar were sheet ice. My 

skis skidded sideways over the ice and I fell. 

Within seconds I was hurtling down the steep slope over the ice held onto the T-Bar Route by 

small walls of snow either side. Best I could describe was a human bobsled. They had 

stopped the lift but I couldn't stop me and I was soon battering into pairs of people as I fell. 

One of these collisions knocked me up and over the small wall of snow out of the T-Bar 

Route. To my horror, I just kept sliding now down the open slopes of the mountain. 

Fortunately I hadn't tumbled and I came to rest after a few hundred feet. I'd lost my skis and 

my poles and when I looked up the scene looked like a plane crash as the equipment from the 

other skiers I had hit lay strewn about the mountain. Fortunately neither me, nor anyone else 

was injured. 

Though I haven't skied in years, the memory of that day serves as a reminder that snow and 

ice in the mountains can make things very dangerous. With steep rocks and ridges often close 

around you, the last thing you need is to be sliding out of control. Staying in control on snow 

and ice starts with the boots and what you attach to them. I would place the equipment I have 

used which can be attached to boots to give you extra grip on ice into three general 

categories. 

• Yaktrax 
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• Micro Spikes 
• Crampons 

I have often seen everything labelled Crampons but I think their use and effectiveness varies 

greatly and it's important to know the best use for each type of equipment. 

Yaktrax 

 

Buy Yaktrax on Amazon  

As can be seen from the image, Yaktrax are a solid network of hardened rubber designed to 

stretch over any footwear. The entire sole of the foot is then covered with metal coils which 

are designed to provide grip on ice. 

Where I am sure these would be good for everyday use walking about icy streets etc, I'm not 

so convinced on their use in the rougher terrain of the mountains. I've only tried them once on 

the mountains during an icy ascent of the lower slopes of Ben More near Loch Lomond. I 

never really felt secure in them and, after a few hundred feet of ascent, one of them had fallen 

off my boot and disappeared. 

That said, during a difficult icy traverse of the Zatra La Pass in Nepal, some of our party wore 

Yaktrax and didn't seen to have too much of a problem. I was wearing Micro Spikes at the 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/product/B0045EV7CW/ref=as_li_qf_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=whitehorseads-21&creative=6738&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=B0045EV7CW&linkId=fc15b81e0a0b2b168c31208f69c6340e
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time and, by the end of the morning we were all in crampons as we made a steep and icy 

descent off the pass. 

Micro Spikes 

 

Buy Micro Spikes On Amazon  

Micro Spikes stretch over footwear in a similar manner to Yaktrax. The grip however is 

provided by a chained network of small spikes which I feel offer much better purchase on ice. 

I first used Micro Spikes during an icy ascent along the main path up Stob Na Broige from 

Glen Etive. The grip was amazing even on solid patches of ice. As we moved into a rocky 

scramble half way up, we had to switch to crampons but the grip of the micro Spikes was 

more than enough to get us up there. 

Two notes of caution related to my own use of Micro Spikes. First, they are no good in deep 

loose snow. In fact they tend to gather the snow and you soon find yourself hauling great 

clumps of snow under your feet. More importantly, they are not so good in very steep 

gradients or scrambling. This is because the web of rubber and chains is not solid enough to 

hold them on your feet when scrambling. During my descent from the Zatra La, they were 

actually moving round my boots a lot and causing me to slide. 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/product/B07JHCYNZ8/ref=as_li_qf_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=whitehorseads-21&creative=6738&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=B07JHCYNZ8&linkId=a9bd7304e485343cb5c839bd8bf4b6c9
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Looking back up at the Zatra La, Nepal, Nov 2017  

  

https://amongthewhitehorses.files.wordpress.com/2020/10/20171101_104356.jpg
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Crampons 

 

Buy Crampons on Amazon As an amazon Associate I earn from qualifying purchases  

The ultimate grip on ice is delivered through Crampons. Pictured above are the ones I use. 

They are Grivel step in type crampons which provide a completely solid fit to my La Sportiva 

Nepal Climbing Boots. The large spikes combined with the solid sole of the boots gives the 

ideal combination for climbing steep or even vertical slopes of ice.  

I have used my Crampons on several Scottish Mountains in winter and I lived in them for 3 

days as we ascended the Mera Glacier towards Mera Peak in Nepal. Despite my terror on that 

glacier, my crampons kept me on the mountain. I have only used them for vertical ice 

climbing once while practicing on the indoor Ice Wall in Kinlochleven. Not sure I'd ever 

have the bottle to try vertical ice climbing for real but at least I have the experience to know 

my Crampons would hold if I did. 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/product/B000P9EOVM/ref=as_li_qf_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=whitehorseads-21&creative=6738&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=B000P9EOVM&linkId=891fe5a03de880970421f3c3c44e687d
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Belaying for my brother Abel on the Ice Wall at Ice Factor, Kinlochleven  

One issue I often find with crampons, I'm sure in common with most people who use them, is 

that they throw me well off balance among rocks. On the lower slopes of the Mera Glacier as 

we crossed through small patches of rocks among the ice, my balance was all over the place. 

https://amongthewhitehorses.files.wordpress.com/2020/10/20180728_164406.jpg
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When I'm out on the hills in winter, my normal practice is to wear my Mountain Boots and 

carry Micro Spikes and Crampons. As is often the case in winter with various items of 

clothing and equipment there are frequent stops to change as the weather and conditions 

change along the way. Carrying this equipment and knowing how and when best to use it 

however provides tremendous security in a very precarious environment. 
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A day walking along the beach and along the country 

tracks on the Island of Arran 

With 5 months to go until heading for Nepal, the featured training walk was mostly about 

getting out and walking and being comfortable in one's gear. Mostly clear well constructed 

paths similar to what you would find on the more straight forward stretches in Nepal. But also 

some rocks and undulations thrown in which simulate some of the more challenging parts of 

the Everest Base Camp Route. 
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Video Of The Route 

 

Brodick to Lamlash and back on the island of Arran 9 miles of undulating trail  

  

https://www.youtube.com/embed/GNagkg73OIg?feature=oembed
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The Route 

Brodick to Lamlash via the coast and back via the direct route inland  

The route covers around 9 miles along a series of paths. The first part of the route closely 

follows the coastline of Arran between the bays of Brodick and Lamalsh. The more difficult 

terrain on this route is found along the shore line. The second part of the route is a return 

from Lamalsh to Brodick following an inland series of paths which run beside the main road 

for a large part of the route. 

Stats 

https://amongthewhitehorses.files.wordpress.com/2020/10/image-10.png
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Part 1 How my body responded 

Part 1 Splits and averages per mile 

https://amongthewhitehorses.files.wordpress.com/2020/10/image-11.png
https://amongthewhitehorses.files.wordpress.com/2020/10/image-12.png
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Part 2 How my body responded 

Part 2 Splits and averages per mile  

Training Notes and Similarities to Everest Base Camp Trek 

The route starts to climb immediately as we moved inland from the Brodick Ferry Terminal 

and up the main road towards Lamlash. A series of farm tracks are then linked climbing 

further inland before a long metal track drops down to the beach. Though the going is straight 

forward on well constructed paths, the rise and fall from the port at Brodick up into the 

surrounding farmland and back down onto the beach provides the very first hints of the 

constant climbing and descending that are a feature of most routes in Nepal. This is lovingly 

referred to as Nepali Flat. 

For the next mile and a half along the beach, the going is tough. A tiny, barely visible path 

meanders through boggy ground, stepping stones and finally an area strewn with rocks. For 

endurance, balance and a thorough test of your intended footwear, I would always 

https://amongthewhitehorses.files.wordpress.com/2020/10/image-13.png
https://amongthewhitehorses.files.wordpress.com/2020/10/image-14.png
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recommend traversing rough rocky terrain at times whilst training for the treks in Nepal. This 

also helps getting used to trekking poles if you intend taking them. Definitely however you 

need to make sure that any rocky terrain you enter is well within your capabilities and that 

you travel extra slowly and with extreme caution. 

In the last 4 miles of the walk, we climb over 400ft from Lamalsh Bay to the highest point of 

the route between the two bays. In true Nepali Flat style, we then lose all the height we had 

gained before arriving at the promenade on Brodick.  

 


